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Game developers have more tools than ever before, but none of them are as high profile as the Unreal Engine. Indie developers can build games like Rocket League, the Batman Arkham games, and even Mass Effect.Unreal Engine is incredibly powerful and accessible, making it the first choice for both new and old developers. For
anyone who wants to become a game developer, Unreal Engine is here to help. This free-to-use engine for the development of video games is Epic Games' latest release. With one simple installation, you can create engaging and unique video games for players around the world. Unreal Blueprint is a node-based visual script interface
that lets you connect between properties instead of having to learn C++. You don't have to learn a single line of code to become a game developer. Start creating unreal engine's extended starter content immediately. If you need more tools, check the asset store for free or paid assets. Developers can find models, textures, meshes, and
animations that they can use out-of-the-box. You edit materials with the same visual connections as blueprint. You create new textures by messing with a few sliders and numbers. If you're working with a team, set up resource management to work with Unreal Engine. Git or Perforce can automatically view files you're working on. Unreal
Engine is incredibly powerful and accessible, making it the first choice for both new and old developers. The downside is that it also has a high skill curve. You want to find tutorials on how to use the blueprint system and make executable executions to test and release. Getting the most out of Epic's engine is worth learning. Where to run
this program? Unreal Engine can run on MacOS and Windows platforms. Is there a better alternative? If you're looking for a development kit in a simpler programming language, Unity is in C#. It is also the closest competitor of Unreal Engine. Unreal Engine makes game development more accessible to people around the world. The asset
store in combination with Blueprint make this a must-have for any programmer who wants to work in video games. Do you need to download it? Yes. If you're a developer who wants to reinvigorate their vision, Unreal Engine makes it much easier than doing it from scratch. Evil WeekEvil WeekWelcome to Evil Week, our annual dive into
all the somewhat sketchy hacks that we usually refrain from recommending. Want to make your way to free drinks, play elaborate mind games or launder some money? We have all the information you need to be successfully distasteful. Many games require a big investment- at least, if you want the best have the funniest emotes, most
locations unlocked, a chance of completing all the performance, etc. And while you could play fair and square, you can also That person and use hacks, exploits, or other creative techniques to achieve whatever it is that you're trying to do in your favorite title, even if that ruin everyone else's day using a utility to kill them a lot faster than
they can kill you. That's fun, too, right? From trainers that allowed you to save and restore another person's diablo character to super-advanced bots that you use to play your favorite MMO for you when you're not there, cheating games is nothing if not creative. Here are a few hacks you're trying now- and don't blame us if you get booted
from your latest title:Download custom MOT's for your favorite mobile gamesOnly play games they've downloaded from the App Store or Google Play, right? At least, that's what you'll probably ask yourself if you're sitting on level 201 of Candy Crush, with only 781 levels to go until you finish the game. (I'm guessing; I usually give earlier
than that.) Although I've written before about why it's a bad idea to install custom apps or games on your device because you never know if that hack that gives you unlimited gold, gems, or whatever malware in disguise, this is still the most effective way to cheat in a title you're playing. If you're using iOS, you'll need to get your device in
jail or use a tool like Cydia Impactor to get custom apps on your device. It's a lot easier to sideload MOT's on an Android device. However, remember: give a hacked game or app root access to your smartphone and you may let malware get its way with your smartphone (and data). It's your call, but I would recommend using forums, not
just random web links, when hunting for modified games. At least you'll be able to get a sense of the answers if the hack seems legitimate, works, or has ruined other users' lives. As for where you can find these hacked games, there are plenty of forums, websites and third-party repositories you check out: iosgods, /r/ipahub, Panda
Helper, TweakBox, EMUS4U, AppValley, Android Zone, libre.io, Mobilism, and/r/amodpkgames... to name just a few. Downloading someone else's hard work While it's a lesser form of cheating, using someone else's files to save someone else's games can be a convenient way to unlock everything in a game without having to play it
yourself. The easiest way to find files for your specific game, if they exist, is by doing a simple web search (or Reddit searches), but there are also some archives that touch you if you feel adventurous. They include Save Game World, The Tech Game, Save Game FAQ (although not recently updated), SavesForGames (also not recently
updated). You might also find some luck saving games over on Nexus Mods. At the very least, you'll probably be able to find some tweak for your game (if such things are possible) that grants subsidies powers you should never have. Cheating tools that will probably get you bannedIf you want to get fancier-and ban an account- you try
looking for tools that give you some sort of competitive advantage in your favorite multiplayer title. That can include things like aimbots or wallhacks for a first-person shooter, bots that play an MMO or other random-loot-themed game for you, autoclickers, et cetera. As before, I recommend researching forums for these types of apps
because downloading an ol' utility that promises to give you some unfair advantage in the popular game of the day runs the risk of infecting your system with malware. That's not to say that everything you download through a forum post is going to be 100-percent legitimate, but at least you'll probably have other people commenting on
whether the hack works or not. To get started, try checking sites such as MPGH.net, Unknown Cheats, OwnedCore, and MacroGoblin. There are plenty of individual sites (and subreddits) for specific games, such as private servers for your favorite MMO, tools that can automatically play your favorite idle game when you're not there, etc.
Click on an above date for more details Andrew Burroughs + IDEO October 1 To see the world through the eyes of engineers, browse this pocket-size photo book aimed at making readers take note of the choices that shape our built environment. The book focuses on creation (good craftsmanship, clumsy design, elegance) and
degradation (ugliness, materials, the test of time). Thought-provoking photos supported by one-sentence captions make it an intriguing 'read'. Degradation: Angles A corner, says a chapter introduction, is a change of direction in a surface or line, and angles are inescapably problematic.... Basic engineering classes teach students how
weakly sharp angles are and that eliminating them is the best strategy. Left, one of the pictures of the book: Broken ground-pin holes are a problem that is designed-in and replicated, Burroughs explains. Reality land: True-Life Adventures at Walt Disney World by David Koenig October 1 This fun history of Disney World is a twisted path of
mysterious sixties going into the post-9/11 rise crisis. Especially intriguing is Walt's original goal: Build a utopian city, the Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow, or EPCOT (the book debuts on Epcot's 25th anniversary). Disney's death doomed his dream, but the theme park meant to be a sideshow became the main attraction.
Innovation Nation: How America Is Losing Its Innovation Edge, Why It's Important, and How We Can Get It Back by John Kao October 2, John Kao, a Consultant, Says The United States Isn't land at the top of Mount Innovation. He explains how this happened (declining public and private spending on basic science played a big role) and
how a lessons from the Manhattan Project and Lockheed's Skunk Works. The Future of Management By Gary Hamel with Bill Breen 9 October London Business School Professor Hamel, writing with Fast Company senior projects editor Breen, argues that the governing management paradigm-efficiency above all-discourages innovation.
Among the regulations, as seen in cases on W.L. Gore and Google: less management, more incentives for employees at all levels, and clearer links between results and recognition. Last updated on January 15, 2021 The popular idiom say that actions speak louder than words has been for centuries, but even to this day, most people
struggle with at least one area of nonverbal communication. Therefore, many of us strive to have more confident body language, but do not have the knowledge and tools needed to change what is largely unconscious behavior. Given that others' perceptions of our competence and confidence are primarily influenced by what we do with
our faces and bodies, it is important to develop more self-awareness and consciously practice better posture, posture, eye contact, facial expressions, hand movements and other aspects of body language. Attitudes First things first: how is your posture? Let's start with a quick self-assessment of your body. Are your shoulders slumped
over or rolled back in a straight posture? When you get up, do you evenly divide your weight or lean too much to one side? Does your natural posture place your feet relatively shoulder width apart or are your feet and legs close together in a closed position? When you sit, stick your lower back out in a slumped position or maintain a
straight, spine-friendly attitude in your seat? All of these are important considerations to be made in evaluating and improving your posture and posture, which will lead to more confident body language over time. If you routinely struggle with maintaining a good posture, consider buying an posture trainer/corrector, consulting a chiropractor
or physical therapist, stretching daily, and strengthening both your core and back muscles. Facial expressions Are you sensitive to one of the following in personal or professional settings? Bruxism (tight, clenched jaw or gnashing teeth) Frowning and/or grooved eyebrows Avoiding direct eye contact and/or staring at the ground If you
answered yes to any of these, let's start researching several ways you project confident body language through your facial expressions. 1. Understand how others perceive your facial expressions A December 2020 study by UC Berkeley and Google researchers used a deep neural network to six million YouTube clips representing people
from more than 140 countries. The study found that, despite socio-cultural differences, people around the world tended to 70% of the same facial expressions in response to different emotional stimuli and situations. The study's researchers also published a fascinating interactive map to show how their machine learning technology
assessed different facial expressions and determined subtle differences in emotional responses. This study highlights the social importance of facial expressions, because whether we are aware of it - by staring at a mirror or your screen on a video conferencing platform - how we present our faces to others can have huge consequences
for their perception of us, our confidence, and our emotional states. This awareness is the essential first step to 2. Relax Your FaceNew research into bruxism and facial tension found the stress and anxieties of Covid-19 lockdowns led to significant increases in oropacial pain, jaw-clamping, and teeth grinding, particularly in women. The
National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research estimates that more than 10 million Americans alone have temporomanddibulary joint dysfunction (TMJ syndrome), and facial tension can lead to other complications such as insomnia, wrinkles, dry skin, and dark, swollen pockets under your eyes.) To prevent these unpleasant
outcomes, start practicing progressive muscle relaxation techniques and taking breaks more often during the day to moderate facial tension. You should also try some biofeedback techniques to improve your awareness of involuntary bodily processes such as facial tension and achieving more confident body language as a result. 3.
Improve your eye contactEd do you know that there is a whole subfield of kinesic communication research dedicated to eye movements and behavior called oculesics? It refers to various communication behaviors including direct eye contact, averting one's gaze, pupil dilation/constriction, and even the frequency of blinking. All of these
qualities can shape how other people perceive you, which means that eye contact is yet another area of nonverbal body language that we need to be more aware of in social interactions. The ideal type (direct/indirect) and the duration of eye contact depends on various factors, such as cultural environment, differences in
power/authority/age between the parties involved and communication context. Research has shown that differences in the effects of eye contact are particularly prominent when comparing East Asian and Western European/North American cultures. To improve your eye contact with others, strive to maintain consistent contact for at least
3 to 4 seconds at a time, consciously consider where you are looking while listening to someone else, and practice eye contact as much (as strange as this seems in the beginning, it's the best way to improve).3. Smile MoreEr are many benefits to smiling and laughing, and when it comes to working on a more trusting body this is an area
that should be fun, low inset and relatively stress free. Smiling is associated with the happiness chemical dopamine and the mood-stabilizing hormone, serotonin. Many empirical studies have shown that smiling generally leads to positive results for the person smiling, and further research has shown that smiling can also influence
listeners' perception of our confidence and trustworthiness.4 Hand gesturesGelijk with facial expressions and posture, what you do with your hands while speaking or listening in a conversation can also significantly affect the perception of others of you in positive or negative ways. It is undoubtedly a challenge to consciously consider all
your non-verbal signals while at the same time trying to stay involved in the verbal part of the discussion, but putting in the effort to develop more physical awareness now will make it much easier to unconsciously project more confident body language later.5. Enhance Your HandshakeIn the article An Anthropology of the Handshake,
University of Copenhagen social anthropology professor Bjarke Oxlund reviewed the future of handshaking in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic:Handshakes not only vary in function and meaning, but do so according to the social context, situation and scale. . . . a public discussion should arise from the pros and cons of sticking to the
tradition of shaking hands as the conventional gesture of greeting and leave in different circumstances. It's too early to determine some of the ways in which Covid-19 has permanently changed our social norms and professional etiquette standards, but it's reasonable to assume that handshaking can maintain its importance in American
society even after this pandemic. In order to practice more confident body language in the meantime, the video about the science of the perfect handshake explains below what you need to know.6. Complement your verbals with hand gesturesIf you know now, confident communication involves so much more than just laughing or
sounding like you know what you're talking about. What you do with your hands can be particularly influential in how others perceive you, whether you're fidgeting with an object, clenching your fists, hiding your hands in your pockets, or quietly gesturing to highlight important points you're discussing. Social psychology researchers have
found that iconic gestures, hand movements that seem to be meaningfully related to the speaker's verbal content, can have profound consequences for preserving listeners' information. In other words, people are more likely to get in touch with you and remember more of what you said when you speak with complementary hand gestures
instead Just your voice. Further research on hand gestures has shown that even your choice of left or right hand for gesturing your ability to information to listeners, which supports the idea that more confident body language is easily achievable through more self-awareness and intentional non-verbal actions. Final TakeawaysEvele better
posture, improve your facial expression, and practice hand gestures can vastly improve your communication with other people. At first, it will be a challenge to consciously practice non-verbal behaviors that many of us are used to performing daily without thinking about it. If you ever feel discouraged, remember that there is no downside to
consistently putting in a little more time and effort to increase your physical awareness. With the above tips and strategies, you'll be well on your way to embracing more confident body language and strengthening others perceptions of you in no time. More tips on how to develop a confident body languageFeatured photo credit: Maria
Lupan via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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